
 

Rapid genome sequencing is key to
determining how long delta has been in NZ
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We knew the delta variant would eventually arrive in Aotearoa, but real-
time sequencing, which produces full genomes from positive cases in
less than 12 hours, will ensure the lockdown is as short and effective as
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possible.

There are now 21 cases and we can expect more to be reported over the
coming days. Genome sequencing of the first case, identified on
Tuesday, did not show any direct matches to cases found in managed
isolation facilities, but it is linked with the current delta outbreak in New
South Wales.

But the newer cases in the cluster are a close match to a returnee from
Sydney who arrived on a managed flight on August 7, tested positive two
days after arrival and was transferred to hospital on August 16.

The genomes and cases we have found so far cannot tell us how many
cases there are, but modeling by Te Pūnaha Matatini, which takes into
account the number of people with COVID-like symptoms getting tested
, suggests the outbreak was already between 30 and 75 active cases by
the time we discovered it. Whatever the number is, it is almost certainly
still growing.

Because of its higher transmissibility, delta has become the dominant
strain in many parts of the world, including in Aotearoa. All cases found
at our border over the past three months have been the delta variant 170
full genomes found so far.

While this is the first community transmission of the delta variant we've
seen in Aotearoa, that is mainly because our border detection and
management has been successful in keeping it at the border until now.

Lockdown measures along with tracking, tracing and isolation will
dramatically reduce the opportunity for the virus to spread and hopefully
bring the R number below 1 so that the number of new cases will
eventually start dropping.
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https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/coronavirus/300386084/COVID19-live-the-latest-on-the-delta-outbreak
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/delta/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/outbreak/
https://www.tepunahamatatini.ac.nz/2020/10/20/simulations-of-re-emergence-and-spread-of-COVID-19-in-aotearoa/
https://info.flutracking.net/reports-2/new-zealand-reports/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/number/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/delta+variant/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/variant/


 

Updated: "If contact tracing and genome sequencing can identify
when the virus first leaked into NZ... we'll be in a better position
to estimate how far down the chain of transmission these new
cases are and how many additional community cases might be
out there." -@RachelleBinny https://t.co/FUDb4XlTDa

— Science Media Centre NZ (@smcnz) August 18, 2021

As we find more cases that are not directly linked to each other, their
genomes will give us some information about how large the outbreak
might be. Essentially, the greater the diversity in the genomes we see, the
older and larger the outbreak is likely to be.

If all the cases have identical genomes, it would mean the outbreak has
not been around long enough to pick up mutations. But if there are
several mutations that separate cases, it would mean there is probably a
longer chain of transmission between the cases and a potentially large
number of as yet undiscovered cases.

What makes delta different

The delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19) was
first seen in India in late 2020 and is the most recent "variant of concern
" to have been identified. Variants of concern are lineages that are either
more transmissible, cause more serious disease or show greater ability to
evade vaccines.

delta is a variant of concern first and foremost because it transmits at a
much higher rate than previous variants. Its basic reproduction number,
R0, is estimated to be around 5 or 6. In an unvaccinated population with
no other prevention measures, this means an infected person would
likely infect five or six others, compared to about two or three for the
variants that were dominant in 2020.
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https://twitter.com/RachelleBinny?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/FUDb4XlTDa
https://twitter.com/smcnz/status/1427869434157277184?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.who.int/en/activities/tracking-SARS-CoV-2-variants/
https://academic.oup.com/jtm/advance-article/doi/10.1093/jtm/taab124/6346388


 

Like other variants of concern, delta has a large number of mutations
that distinguish it from other SARS-CoV-2 lineages. It is characterized
by over 20 mutations, including nine on the spike protein which enables
the virus to stick to and infect cells. Essentially, these changes make the
virus more sticky and more successful at infecting cells and replicating.

This results in much higher "viral loads" (the overall number of viral
copies an infected person has) and people becoming infectious and
symptomatic more quickly. Combined, this results in faster transmission
and larger outbreaks.

Superspreading events

We know that SARS-CoV-2 transmission depends on superspreading
events—when a small number of cases (perhaps 10–20%) are
responsible for most (80%) of the transmission.

We saw this in Aotearoa's first wave in 2020, which was dominated by a
few large clusters. It was also evident in various lucky breaks we have
had since then, when cases in the community have not transmitted the
virus to household contacts.

delta is different in that fewer delta cases have no onward transmission
but it seems likely this is just a function of the overall higher
transmissibility, rather than a change in super-spreading behavior.

Breakthrough infections

The other reason delta is of concern is because it is more able to infect
vaccinated people. Such breakthrough infections remain rare, and
vaccines are still very effective at preventing serious disease.
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https://outbreak.info/situation-reports?pango=B.1.617.2
https://outbreak.info/situation-reports?pango=B.1.617.2
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.07.21260122v2
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.07.21260122v2
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/14/e2016623118
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/14/e2016623118
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-20235-8
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/27/9/21-1097_article
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1009243/Technical_Briefing_20.pdf
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2021/08/grim-warning-israel-vaccination-blunts-does-not-defeat-delta
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2021/08/grim-warning-israel-vaccination-blunts-does-not-defeat-delta
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2109072


 

But people with breakthrough infections can pass the virus on to others,
albeit at a lower rate.

Vaccines therefore give us multiple lines of protection. They make us
less likely to get infected, and even if we do, much less likely to get
seriously sick and less likely to transmit the virus.

The speed at which the delta variant spreads means we cannot vaccinate
fast enough to change the course of the current outbreak. But if we
eliminate this outbreak and rapidly roll out the vaccine in the next few
months, future outbreaks will be easier to control.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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